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Ins ights Column & LSE Interv iew Ser ies

“The online video channel ‘Zheng Jing 
Fang (LSE Interview)’ has delivered lots of 
interesting content and one article written 
for the online column ‘Insight’ was viewed by 
around 40,000 readers.” 

The Insights Column aims to explain and analyse the 
contemporary opportunities and challenges China 
faces in its development by interviewing professionals 
and experts from various backgrounds.
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OUR PURPOSE

Founded in 2002, the LSE SU China Development 
Society (CDS) strives to promote a global 
understanding of China. Our core mission is to 
inculcate an all-rounded understanding of China 
amongst our members as well as the wider public. 
We are the pioneer organisation on campus to 
focus on issues surrounding China’s development 
and rapidly changing landscape.

With a long-standing vision to ‘Bridge Perspectives 
and Opportunities’, our society has laid a great 
emphasis on organising intellectually  
stimulating events. Every year, we organise  
the LSE SU China Development  
Forum, Bridging Minds Symposium),  
informative corporate  
presentations and  
networking sessions  
for our members  
and the wider  
public.

BRIDGING MINDS SYMPOSIUM (BMS)

The keynote of each symposium is addressed by 
international renowned leaders and experts. Past 
topics include: China on the Way of Anti-Corruption 
& Navigating the Misty Taiwan Strait.

SPRING & SUMMER INTERNSHIP PANELS

Our invited panellists have interned in many 
prestigious and well-known banks. The session 
gives students the opportunity to learn more about 
the application process, ranging from interview 
tips to online resource recommendations.

ABOUT US

FLAGSHIP EVENTS

                                    NK FORUM

                                     This  all-day conference  
provides a platform for detailed  
discussions about North Korea,  

from the NK society to the prospects  
for, and challenges of, Korean unification.

C D F
China Development Forum

400+ PARTICIPANTS
WORLD CLASS SPEAKERS23

8 COVERED BY 8 LEADING 
MEDIA COMPANIES

The LSE SU China Development Forum, co-
organised by the LSE SU China Development 

Society and the LSE Asia Research Centre, was 
first founded in 2009. Since then, the Forum 

has grown phenomenally to become the largest 
China-themed forum in Europe, with an audience 

of nearly 400. Nine years in a row, we have 
successfully hosted numerous outstanding 

speakers and aspiring future leaders. 

This year’s Forum, themed ‘A Nation At The 
Crossroads’, posed questions on the fundamentals; 

does the ‘China Model’ exists? If it does, how 
well does it serve the country, is it an effective 
alternative to Western Political and economic 
systems? Speakers from diverse backgrounds 

and with contrasting views contended on various 
subjects in the eight debate-driven discussion 


